Iodine-125-NRLU-10 kinetic studies and bismuth-212-NRLU-10 toxicity in LS174T multicell spheroids.
Alpha emitter-labeled antibodies (Abs) are of considerable interest in cancer therapy. Alpha particles are densely ionizing and therefore have a high radiobiologic effectiveness, and the cell killing produced is influenced very little by dose rate or hypoxic conditions. LS174T human colon adenocarcinoma spheroids were used in this study to evaluate the efficacy of alpha emitter-labeled Abs in a three-dimensional model. NRLU-10, an IgG2b Ab to a pancarcinoma antigen, and its Fab fragment were used. Initial kinetic studies using 125I-NRLU-10 revealed that a large number of binding sites/cell and high Ab affinity led to slow Ab penetration. This effect could be overcome by increasing the Ab concentration ten-fold for Fab but not for intact Ab. Bismuth-212-NRLU-10 therapy was very effective in killing single cells (over 3 log reduction in surviving fraction) but was ineffective in spheroids (less than 1 log reduction). This was likely due to inadequate penetration into the spheroids before the 212Bi decayed. The use of higher Ab concentrations, tumors with fewer antigenic sites/cell for the Ab being used, lower affinity Abs, alpha emitters with longer half-lives, and pretargeting with bifunctional Ab are all potential ways of increasing the efficacy of alpha emitter-labeled Abs for cancer therapy.